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Business Intelligence

• Software applications used to analyze an organization's raw data
What is Argos?

• **Adhoc**
• **Report**
• **Generation**
• **Output**
• **Solution**
Why use Argos?
COMPASS vs. Operational Data Store

COMPASS

COMPASS Tables
(3000 Tables)

Operational Data Store (ODS)

ODS Tables
(300 Tables)
Operational Data Store (ODS)

- ODS is updated nightly
- Data may be up to 24 hours old
- ODS data is extracted from Compass
- *DARS data is extracted from Compass and ODS*
Overview
Compass Reporting

- Howdy is the entry point into Argos
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Argos eLauncher

Click on the Argos button to Launch the Argos Reporting Tool
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ARGOS meets your reporting needs
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Compass Work Request

Compass Work Requests

Background

Enterprise Information Systems (EIS) is responsible for maintaining and enhancing the Compass and Hardy systems.

Programming change requests may be submitted by completing a Compass Work Request form as described below.

Texas A&M University would like to see the baseline Compass processes whenever possible and limit customizations.

Review Process for Requests to Modify/Enhance Compass

- All requests that require programming effort to the Compass student system and Hardy portal must be submitted to EIS to modify Enhance Compass.

- The work request must include the reason for the request and the impact of not completing the request. Example requests include new reports, scripts to automate processes, enhancements to Compass or Hardy, and customizations to Compass due to a gap. Requests should be specific and clear.

- The request form includes a field for the proposed change. If the change is unclear, the request may be rejected.

- Requests will be evaluated and approved by the EIS Steering Committee.

Driver (or ticket) should be in the form of a ticket request. Requests will be reviewed by the EIS Steering Committee.

Functional Approval: If this request is approved, EIS will need to obtain approval from the requesting department for the proposed change. If approved, EIS will submit the request to Hardy or Compass.

Review Process for Requests to Modify/Enhance Hardy

- All requests that require programming effort to the Hardy system must be submitted to EIS to modify Hardy.

- The work request must include the reason for the request and the impact of not completing the request. Example requests include new reports, scripts to automate processes, enhancements to Hardy, and customizations to Hardy.

- The request form includes a field for the proposed change. If the change is unclear, the request may be rejected.

- Requests will be evaluated and approved by the EIS Steering Committee.

- Requests will be reviewed by the EIS Steering Committee.

- Functional Approval: If this request is approved, EIS will need to obtain approval from the requesting department for the proposed change. If approved, EIS will submit the request to Hardy.

- The request form includes a field for the proposed change. If the change is unclear, the request may be rejected.

- Requests will be evaluated and approved by the EIS Steering Committee.

- Requests will be reviewed by the EIS Steering Committee.

- Functional Approval: If this request is approved, EIS will need to obtain approval from the requesting department for the proposed change. If approved, EIS will submit the request to Hardy.
Questions

• Questions or Concerns?
• For additional help on a specific report, connectivity problems, or other support issues, send an email to: eis-reports@tamu.edu